English Fowling Gun style sideplate .......... #SP-LR-QA-B or I
This sideplate is an elegant European design, first found on fine Jaeger rifles from Germany, Austria, later found on fine English flint fowling guns, from London's best makers.
Cast about .150" thick, counterbored for a 3/8" diameter head. Wax cast.
#SP-LR-QA-B brass only $14.99
#SP-LR-QA-I steel only $11.99

Lancaster County style sideplate ...............#SP-LR-12-B or I
Modeled after the work of Jacob Dickert, one of Lancaster County's most important makers. This style is typical of other Lancaster makers. Dickert rifles in "Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Age" are this style, except ears are removed. Right hand, for L&R's Dickert lock.
#SP-LR-12-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $14.99
#SP-LR-12-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $11.99

Bethlehem style sideplate
The pointed tail, bevelled edges, and moulding at front are similar to the sideplate attributed to a rifle by John Shuller, Bucks County. Counterbored for lock bolts with 3/8" flat or domed head. Holes for an L&R's Classic or a large Siler lock.
#SP-LR-21-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $14.99
#SP-LR-21-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $11.99
#SP-LR-21-S sideplate, wax cast nickel silver only $14.99

Small Elegant sideplate ......................#SP-LR-17-B, I or S
We offer this graceful sideplate in both right and left hand. Upper edges are slightly bevelled. Inlet this sideplate to half depth. Use lock bolts with 3/8" flat or domed heads which are not recessed. Holes spaced for L&R's Bailes lock.
#SP-LR-17-B sideplate, wax cast brass, right only $14.99
#SP-LR-17-I sideplate, wax cast steel, right only $11.99
#SP-LR-17-S sideplate, wax cast nickel silver, right only $14.99
#SP-LR-18-B sideplate, wax cast brass, left only $14.99
#SP-LR-18-I sideplate, wax cast steel, left only $11.99

Spade Finial sideplate ..................................#SP-LR-11-B or I
Wax cast in matching right and left hand versions, with a spade tail finial, graceful front with swept curves and chamfered upper edge. Inlet this sideplate half depth. Counterbored for our lock bolts with 3/8" heads. Holes are perfectly spaced for L&R's Durs Egg lock.
#SP-LR-11-B sideplate, wax cast brass, right only $14.99
#SP-LR-11-I sideplate, wax cast steel, right only $11.99
#SP-LR-31-B sideplate, wax cast brass, left only $14.99
#SP-LR-31-I sideplate, wax cast steel, left only $11.99

Early Reading sideplate .......................#SP-Haga-B
This style of sideplate is common to 1750 - 1800 era longrifles made in the Reading area of Pennsylvania, including those attributed to Wolfgang Haga. Wax cast brass, right only, no holes drilled.
#SP-Haga-B sideplate, wax cast brass, right only $13.99

Pennsylvania sideplate ......................#SP-Penn-B
This wax cast sideplate was used by gunsmiths in several regions of Pennsylvania during the 1790-1820 era. Long enough for early large locks, or shorten it for smaller locks. Available in brass, right only.
#SP-Penn-B sideplate, brass, right only $13.99

Bedford County sideplate ..........#SP-MH-Bed-1-B or I
A right hand sideplate, for Bedford County and similar style longrifles. This sideplate is made to be inlet flush with the side lock panel. Holes are correctly spaced for L&R's Bedford percussion or flint lock. Also used by John Armstrong, Maryland.
#SP-MH-Bed-1-B sideplate, cut brass only $ 9.99
#SP-MH-Bed-1-I sideplate, cut steel only $ 8.99
#Screw-6X12-O oval head wood screw only $.20